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IT TECHNOLOGY FOR BUSINESS






















in 10 hours with real examples




Speeding up the transaction ᛊ Data protection ᛊ Customer analysis ᛊ Labor efficiency




You’ll learn which technologies are right for your business and will help you increase
sales, speed up transactions, reduce labor costs and protect your data.





Register











Date: November 10 Location: Online/Offline Start: 10 a.m. End: 8 p.m.





















How to overcome market challenges and accelerate business development – practical experience, cases, success stories from leaders of major organizations














5 000




participants







50+




speakers







100%




practices






























The purpose of the event




For whom the event is for




To show how modern technology can help in the development of your business. 
To describe in detail the whole process of working with IT-technologies: from implementation to the result on real examples.




To achieve this goal eight practitioners will speak for you and share their experience.
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Who will benefit from
Conference?









For business owners




You will learn how to conveniently automate some processes to spend less time, get more profit and reduce labor costs. In addition, you will be able to securely protect any data and safely manage your finances.
Company executives,SEO:
You’ll learn how you can use technology to streamline operations within your company, manage your workforce, and speed up customer transactions. We will discuss applications for working with employees, partners, data and finances.













For technology professionals




You will learn by practical examples what results IT developments in the field of artificial intelligence, machine learning, Internet of things, Big Data, and not only.
This will allow you to improve your skills, learn market needs, and profitably demonstrate your developments to a warm audience in the future.














LPR in finance, sales and management




You’ll be able to use modern technology to analyze any data and predict results. This will allow you to work faster and more efficiently and move up the career ladder.
In addition, we’ll tell you all about cybersecurity when working with documents and finances.




















Leadership




Meet the guests





We invited experienced IT executives to share their personal 
experiences with technology implementation.
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IT director of the holding company
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Robin A. Pruitt
Business analyst, product manager











[image: ]Terrence M. Conti
Conference moderator
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Tracy S. Reed
Founder and Managing Partner














[image: ]Randall T. Carrera
Company Founder. 17 years in IT











[image: ]Kevin D. Reed
Expert in the implementation of management systems











[image: ]Harold T. Burchett
Expert in the implementation of management systems











[image: ]Tony F. Tapscott
Head of the school of negotiation, sales, presentations
























Register now and get 20% DISCOUNT on CONFERENCE attendance




**Offer is limited and may disappear at any time!





Get discount
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What is this
conference









To get knowledge!




Get practical knowledge of IT technologies implementation in large companies.













Find solutions!




Find solutions for your business, accelerate the process, and minimize costs.














What will be relevant?




Determine where the world of technology is moving, what will be relevant in six months


















Get answers




Get answers to your questions from the experts














*Most important is the knowledge
and experience that you will receive
at the conference from our
speakers and guests.




















Only best services




Pricing Table







Online format (broadcast)
$
250

	Online broadcast
	Ability to ask questions to the speakers
	Gifts from partners
	Chat with speakers and participants
	Answers of speakers to questions after the conference


Buy Ticket









Offline format in the hall
$
400

	Only 100 participants
	Circle of experts
	Business dinner
	Networking, socializing
	Gifts from sponsors
	Lunch
	Conference Recording


Buy Ticket









Offline VIP (dinner)
$
600

	Front row
	Partner gifts
	Lunch
	Recording of the conference
	Business dinner with speakers
	Individual analysis/consultation on IT implementation by one of the speakers


Buy Ticket
















We Partner with the Best
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Play the best UK online casino games like slots, roulette, blackjack & more at drbet. Sign up today and claim your welcome bonus!
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Check out where to play Sic Bo online, get tips and strategies for this easy-to-learn game with CasinoHEX Australia expert guides.
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A minimum deposit casino lets you play games with a small bet. deposito-minimo.com covers the best minimum deposit casinos in Brazil and give you all the info about different types of online casinos with low minimum deposits.
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Follow Technobark to be in the loop of the latest dog IT technologies, e.g. GPS trackers.
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Check out a CS2 boosting service done by the best CS2 players at Eloboss, with us you can raise your rank today!
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If you’re looking for a credit card, you’ve come to the right place. This credit cards guide has all the information you need to make an informed decision about which card is best for you.
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Tips.gg is a premier website dedicated to providing comprehensive information on sports and esports matches, tournaments, and players. With its expertly curated predictions and meticulous analytics, Tips.gg empowers enthusiasts, fans, and bettors alike to make well-informed decisions, enriching their experience in the world of sports and esports.
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 Is TradeDirect 365 the best online trading platform Australia? We did TradeDirect365 review, a CFDs broker, so you can learn more about their trading platform and available features to use as a Australian trader.
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All Spins Win is a business-oriented gambling website that disrupted the Aussie iGambling market in 2018. To meet the needs of the current generation of players, we constantly improve our platform by sticking to new-age technologies. By completing All Spins Win Login form, you will get rewarded with a 300% up to $1,000 Bonus and get access to over 700 casino games. And live content only adds to the player’s experience of thrill. Due to constant data management and protection improvements, and 128-bit SSL encryption, a casino is a safe place for sharing payment details.
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One of our most reliable partners is Milan Rabszski from Poland. We are working together to promote and improve the IT infrastructure for the “Online Kasyna” project.







[image: Pokie Spins Help]



With top-notch 128-bit data encryption technology, sophisticated casino software, and certified RNG technology used in the games, reliable third party services, Pokie Spins platform helps players from Australia get unique gambling experience. By automating all behind the scenes processes, players can start to enjoy 700+ games from top providers and 200% up to $5,000 Sign Up Bonus from the first seconds – all from one place.
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Looking for the best deals on recreational vehicles? Look no further than Shoppok – your one-stop-shop for top-quality motorhomes, travel trailers, and camper vans. Our website offers a user-friendly interface, expert customer service, and unbeatable prices to ensure you find the perfect RV to fit your lifestyle and budget. Shop with confidence on Shoppok and start planning your next unforgettable adventure today.
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The top paying affiliate programs rating by RevenueLab can help you achieve significant financial rewards.
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G’day mate! Let’s dive into the thrilling world of online pokies, an absolute Aussie favorite when it comes to online gambling. Picture yourself relaxing at home, sipping a cold drink, and spinning the reels of your favorite virtual pokie machines—it’s an experience that captures the essence of laid-back Aussie entertainment.
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Don’t miss out on the chance to maximize your gaming experience at Hellspin Casino in Australia. Read our review at Slotozilla today to learn more about the bonuses and promotions that await you








Blog
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Blockchain’s Evolution: Redefining Transparency and Security in the Online Gambling RealmIn the ever-evolving world of online gambling, a revolutionary force is sweeping across the landscape, reshaping the very foundations of player trust and operational integrity. At the forefront of this paradigm shift stands blockchain technology, a decentralized marvel heralded for its immutable ledger and transparency prowess. In this comprehensive examination, we embark on a journey …
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Maximizing Business Efficiency Through Cloud Computing SolutionsIn today’s rapidly evolving digital landscape, businesses are constantly seeking ways to streamline operations, enhance productivity, and stay competitive. One of the most transformative technologies enabling this paradigm shift is cloud computing. By leveraging cloud computing solutions such as Software as a Service (SaaS), Platform as a Service (PaaS), and Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS), …
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Power of Artificial Intelligence: How Businesses Are Revolutionizing 2023In our pursuit of understanding the landscape of AI, we conducted an extensive survey among a few businesses to uncover their perceptions and attitudes toward this transformative technology. Here are the insights we’ve gleaned: 1. How AI Has Reshaped the Gaming Industry As we are heading to 2024, it’s apparent that AI is no longer …
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AI Technology for Business: Redefining Work in 2024These quotes reflect a positive outlook from industry leaders who see AI as a tool that augments human capabilities rather than replacing them. Occupations Vulnerable to AI Disruption in 2024 In 2024, AI’s continued advancement is set to reshape job roles across industries. These roles face potential replacement or significant transformation: Should We Fear AI …
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Get social with us




Let’s keep in touch
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			3844 Glendale Avenue

Fullerton, CA 93632

+1 818-642-0499

info@underdogs.org
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